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Are you serious?As graduation approaches, Katie Weldon is pretty sure sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ready for the

word Ã¢â‚¬Å“engagedÃ¢â‚¬Â• to describe her relationship with Rick. But Eli seems to always be

right there when she needs support. Rick is everything KatieÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ever dreamed of, offering

her stability and love. Eli, on the other hand, brings adventure, spontaneity, and a wild love for

God.Katie wonders if sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ready to be serious with any guy. Maybe God wants her to

seriously commit to Him first, whether her future is all planned out or as spontaneous as her

impromptu life has been so far. One thing she knows for sure: With God alongside her, the coming

attractions are bound to be a surprise.Coming Attractions Ã‚Â is the third book in the Katie Weldon

Series. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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With college graduation on the horizon, Robin Jones Gunn invites me back for a nice ending to

college for Katie Weldon in Coming Attractions. I had a really good time seeing Katie decide what

she really wanted in a spouse and who was not knitted with her at the heart as she once thought.

Again, Robin invited me into the lives and struggles of some of my favorite literary friends. I enjoy

returning to their lives and seeing what they have been up to. The plot moved at a great pace, and I

had no problem finishing the entire book in one afternoon. I really enjoy these characters and hope

Robin keeps them alive in my imagination. I highly recommend this series.



I love all the Christy/Sierra/Katie books! This is by far the best yet. I had my doubts at first. Katie

seems to fall prey to the world's way of living life and choosing her direction in life by those

standards. And, it seems as though because of that, she has really matured. Yet, she has inner

conflict about ending college and beginning her new phase in life. A surprise visit by her parents at

this point was heart-warming. But then at the very end of the book, everything changes rapidly. In

one way I was disappointed in the ending (while I was reading). As I reflected about the story longer

I realized that Katie was listening to God, drawing on His power and strength to follow a direction in

life greater than some worldly standard novel way... Then I realized Robin Jones Gunn had finally

done it. She had shown how as we as humans always rely on our goals that we had set up. We find

it odd or disconcerting when people change those goals. On the outside we tend to judge and

diminish a person's frivolous new ideas, without even giving God the credit for the nudge in a

different direction.Enjoy the read!

I loved the Chisty Miller series and this is a great one about her best friend, Katie!

I was excessively pleased with the way this book ended for it is exactly as I would have done it. This

was a pretty good book although not my favorite of Gunn's. There were a few things in it I thought

as being unrealistic and never about to happen. I can't help but admit that some of Gunn's

old-fashioned phrases and Katie's corny 90's jokes were kind of annoying...actually, very

aggravating (clearly no one uses acronyms anymore unless it's a company or text

message).Besides that, it was a good conclusion to the story, but leaves the reader (and writer)

wanting to find out more. *hint, hint*

Great adventures with Katie. Robin once again keeps her audience in suspence as Kaite must

make choices by being obedient to God. I wish the series could be made into a movie. It definitely

had me at the first page.

I bought this series for my 15 year old daughter who is NOT an avid reader. She finished all four

books in less than a week! She read these on summer vacation - which in and of itself is a miracle.

Robin Jones Gunn's style of writing keeps the reader's interest all the way through. I appreciate her

heart-warming stories that include God's love and wholesome living.



It came reasonably quickly and smelled good which is a must in a book.
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